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I BLASTED A HOLE 4000 FT DEEP IN THE DESERT AND ALL I GOT WAS THIS LOUSY
POSTCARD………………….

Created about 50,000 years ago during the Pleistocene Epoch, the dry Arizona climate has
allowed the Meteor Crater to remain almost unchanged since its formation, resulting in the world’s best
preserved meteorite impact site on Earth.

This caption is on the back of a cherished piece of ephemera, a postcard of the Meteor Crater located
outside of Winslow, Arizona1. I have it propped on a small metal photo-easel resting on my bedroom
desk. The front of the postcard is 3D lenticular, that rough-ridged material that makes my hair stand on
end; it depicts the meteor in space as it hurls alight towards earth and then fades into the crater, a boxcar
scar on the face of the barren plateau. When held at an angle I can see a choppy mesh of these images,
somewhat as if this distant desert face was my own reflected by a pane in which imminent apocalypse
approaches.

Suspended like so, the caption’s undoubtedly deserved claim to the crater’s miraculous preservation
seems to gloss over an equally incredible fact: the landmark was formed by a force of energy, the size of
which remains unexperienced by and unfathomable to human life, which pierced and indefinitely inverted
the layers of sediment of the surrounding environment in its wake2. A read into its more recent history
reveals the arrival of various industries and people eager to dip their hands into the well of resources that

1

“The Meteor Crater: Barringer Space Museum.” Meteor Crater | Barringer Space Museum, March 29, 2021.
https://meteorcrater.com/attraction/az-meteor-crater/.
2
Kring, David A. Guidebook to the Geology of Barringer Meteorite Crater, Arizona (A.k.a. Meteor Crater). Lunar
and Planetary Institute, 2010.
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pooled up as a result of this astronomical intervention, be it for material3, spiritual4 or personal fulfillment,
whatever that may entail. Unsurprisingly, tourism is the most lucrative industry of the privately-owned
land in and around the Meteor Crater today5, kept alive and well by a sensational visitor’s center touting a
4D ride called “COLLISION!: You Can Help Save the Earth”, a $22 admission fee to hike out to the
crater (it’s not even visible from any public roads), and of course, a gift shop bursting with overpriced
knick-knacks such as my postcard.

Fig. 3: “The Great Meteor Crater of Arizona” Natural Landmark Route 66 Postcard, year unknown

This cheesy souvenir is nonetheless precious to me. I grew up in a suburb of Phoenix, Arizona called
Chandler and am lucky to have parents that wanted to provide ways for my sister and I to experience
3

The crater is also known as the Barringer Crater after mining engineer and businessman Daniel M. Barringer, who
staked a mining claim to the land in 1903 convinced it contained large deposits of highly valued meteoric iron. This
was not the case and Barringer sunk a massive fortune into the crater, but the establishment of the mining town
brought many industries to the land and nearby towns.
Oldroyd, D. R. The Earth inside and out: Some Major Contributions to Geology in the Twentieth Century. London,
UK: Geological Society, 2002.
4
The Wanderling, “Meditation along Meteor Crater Rim,” Meditation Along Meteor Crater Rim, accessed May 8,
2022, https://sped2work.tripod.com/meteorcrater.html.
5
The land is still owned by the Barringer family (Oldroyd, Some Major Contributions)
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places outside of our cul-de-sac, besides Disneyland or our relatives’ houses in the rural outskirts of Des
Moines and Cincinnati. For roughly 10 years between 1997 and 2007, we used the outlandish summer
temperatures as an excuse to travel all around the country in an Astro van and Viking pop-up camper, and
when my dad’s vacation time dried up we took day and weekend trips to every pocket of the strange,
seemingly uninhabitable desert landscape of my home state.

The Meteor Crater was one of these places, a frankly eerie zone even at high noon on a cloudless 100+
degree day. I remember thinking that every surface leading into the crater seemed too steep, too slippery,
and so bright and blank it would blind me. Standing at the bottom and looking up at the sky filled me with
an otherworldly sensation- if I could somehow raise my leg 180 degrees I’d be able to step, upright, onto
a platform in which my peripheries would radiate nearly 1500 feet to where they’d meet the rim.6

6

A fictional account I found similar to the sensation I’ve relayed can be found in Arthur Machen’s short story The
White People, which he enigmatically describes as “a voorish dome in Deep Dendo”. It’s one of my favorite pieces
of literature and I have used the term “Deep Dendo” as title for several works included in this paper.
Machen, Arthur. The White People. S.l.: Mint Editions, 2021.

5
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METEOR MATTER

Not long ago I came across a definition for a word I thought I knew: palimpsest. In the context I had
learned it describes a page in a medieval manuscript from which the text has been scraped away so that it
could be reused for another document, though vestiges of the original text remain detectable.7 I was
surprised to discover that the word has definitions across many fields of study, all more or less describing
a similar hybrid state. It is used within physical geography to describe a specific condition of landscape
where, in any given region, the different landforms that make up the landscape are not of the same age8. It
is also used in planetary astronomy and refers to an ancient crater that has degraded over time. Alternative
terms for such astronomical landforms include “ghost crater”, “buried crater”, and “pathological crater”.9

What an amazing term- “pathological crater”

It calls to mind a personally deeply important painting by Paul Nash. The 1918 work, sardonically and
devastatingly titled We Are Making a New World, was made in response to the horrific traumas of WWI10
and depicts a forested landscape rendered unrecognizable by battle: shard-like tree forms jut out from
upturned soil while the sun’s rays slice through the scene like cold glass. The environment has not only
been blasted but displaced, made evident by the desperately extended piles of earth and the
broken-knuckled upwards reach of the few branches still attached to their trunks.

7

Lyons, Martyn. Books: A Living History. London, UK: Thames & Hudson, 2013.
Some surface landforms are very young because they are being shaped at the present time and other surface
landforms are old (sometimes millions of years old) because they were shaped under climatic conditions or by
processes that are no longer present in that region
Arthur L Bloom, “Teaching about Relict, No-Analog Landscapes,” Geomorphology 47, no. 2-4 (2002): pp. 303-311,
https://doi.org/10.1016/s0169-555x(02)00094-6.
9
T. Barata et al., “Characterization of Palimpsest Craters on Mars,” Planetary and Space Science 72, no. 1 (2012):
pp. 62-69, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pss.2012.09.015.
10
Among the war’s casualties was Nash himself, who served in infantry until discharged after suffering an injury in
the trenches
David Boyd Haycock, A Crisis of Brilliance: Five Young British Artists and the Great War (London: Old Street,
2010).
8
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Fig. 6: Paul Nash, We Are Making a New World, oil on canvas, 1918. Imperial War Museums, London, UK

I believe this painting describes the pathological predicament of the palimpsest: the simultaneous
presentation of injury’s erosive properties as well as its compulsive outcroppings - slipping that leads to
more flagrant grasping - simultaneous dissolution and emergence. Within this model, time doesn’t
accumulate as discretely deposited strata, stacking upon the previous layers so that it obscures what’s
below. Time is always pierced by a thing, be it a tornado or cannonfire or - well - a meteor, which
displaces matter at the impact site and scatters it in uneven upturned clumps. The trauma is akin to a
paintball shot from a rifle, and the blue bruise that blooms from beneath the impact site rises up like a
magnet to mingle with the burst paste of phthalo and titanium pigment.

The condition of the palimpsest landscape sits at the core of my work and my practice, and their
development guides that process.

8

Fig. 7
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FORMATION OF THE PALIMPSEST ARTWORK

I began using found textiles as the primary substrate for my work five or six years ago while attending
the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in Philadelphia, my previous long-time residence. I had found a
dusty roll of high-pile house carpet in one of the many junk shops on the city’s edges, which I cut into the
shapes of saguaro cacti to create a sad simulacrum of the Sonoran desert in a material synonymous with
the soulless planned housing developments scattered across its reach. Pleased with the metaphor and
materiality of this piece, I went on to cut cheap fake furs into the shape of cow hides and trendy
machine-made geometric rugs into the stucco walls that sequester suburban desert neighborhoods from
their hostile surroundings.

Fig. 8: Saguaro studio selfie, 2016, digital image taken on cell phone
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Though I value the investigations of these older works I can look back knowing the reason it’s changed so
much is because that approach was too deterministic and prescriptive; it placed me in opposition to my
materials at a vantage point from which I could announce my message without any real difficulty.
Observing the visible signs of wear and decay on these thrifted rugs and textiles, it became clear to me
that these objects all contained stories which I had been ignoring or manipulating in order to tell my own.
They’re palimpsests in and of themselves, and I reoriented my practice in order to examine them as such.

The process of the work evolved into interwoven stages of scavenging, cutting, sewing and painting on
the rugs. I’ve honed in on these actions in particular because they demand full-bodied physical
involvement, which I find necessary to gain entrance and navigate the dim cluttered warehouses of these
materials’ histories. As I work on the rugs, the rugs work on me: cutting through the pile causes my hands
to bruise and punching holes through which to pass stitches causes my palms to callus. Even the process
of scavenging the rugs is taxing, as it requires me to travel and sift through countless unfamiliar locations
to find them- not to mention the laborious task of hauling these cumbersome things back to the studio.
The physical exertion and vulnerability breeds intimacy; I have blood pacts with these objects, often quite
literally.

11

Fig. 9: Diagram of the Formation of the Palimpsest Artwork, 2022, digital image

The diagram above lays out the four primary actions for the creation of the work. Although each step is
distinct, it’s critical that the process not be formulaic: it does not always occur in a specific order nor does
it end once all steps have been applied, actions which would be antithetical to the palimpsest model.
Instead the steps are applied and repeated as circumstance presents in a constant undoing and redoing of
what came before, and though the works display seemingly discrete physical boundaries, those
boundaries are never without possibility of total rearrangement. Peeking out from these pieces one can
find remnants of older configurations: an asphodel painted on a scrap of t-shirt fabric last week split in
two by the sliver of an antique English pile rug, upon which resides a three-year old reproduction of a
12

112-year old Matisse painting. In reference to the diagram, any line can be followed in any direction as
many times as necessary in an indeterminate ping-pong. I’ll stop working to display pieces at particular
stages, but I almost always resume work on them after. I never declare the work finished because it isn’t.

The fruits of this physical, cyclical and open-ended process are huge unruly objects that resemble maps
executed by a moonstruck topographer or the tattooed hides of a species of Frankenstein’s monsters.
Although the bulk of work is done on the ground, they choose to live primarily on the wall (save for the
odd dangling appendage) as a way to subvert their medium’s role as receptacle for life’s detritus.
Positioned thus, these palimpsestuous grounds become grimy windows that overlook their disjointed and
overlapping histories, flash-frozen hybrid moments that continue to thaw and drip and sprout with
transformative potential that flows from the lacunae of their joined seams.

Fig. 10: Deep Dendo II, 2021, acrylic and spray paint, dye, cotton cord, found rugs (wool, synthetic), 83 x 91 in.
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Fig. 11

Fig. 12
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WHAT ENERGY PERCOLATES IN THE LACUNAE OF A PILE OF DUSTY ANTIQUE RUGS?

I find most of the rugs at the twice-monthly auction in New Jersey thanks to my position helping source
furniture and housewares for a local vintage shop, a job that I can actually call enjoyable and for which I
am very grateful. The rugs are displayed in a pile on the floor of the warehouse prior to bidding, and
generally the largest rug rests on top of the pile, pregnant with its hidden peers. As each rug is peeled
away a new rug is revealed until the pile is gone.

All objects at the auction - wall art, glassware, mid century furniture - are similarly clustered in this way;
they are all stacked densely and precariously and it’s hard to get a good look or physical sense of any of
them before they are singled out at the moment of bidding. This is obviously strategic on the part of the
auction house, but I am still always struck by the sight of these things of which you ostensibly only need
one (a walnut credenza) or perhaps a discrete matching set of (six purple wine glasses) huddled together
in these opaque, inwardly turned masses. Do these credenzas, mass-produced and over-saturated in the
name of capitalist choice and individualism, produce their own egregores when clustered like so? For me
it is very hard to see groups of anything and not believe they are alive in some way.

Observing this covert communion changed the way in which I approached the rugs, previously having
always picked them up as lone objects from thrift stores or sidewalks. Gathered together like a band of
orphans and castaways, the auction’s rug pile nearly hums with embedded histories worn like battle scars
on their porous surfaces: a strand of white hair here, a purple-red stain there, a patch so threadbare it’s
nearly translucent. The full extent of their secrets are nonetheless for one another only, and they resist
intervention from outsiders with unwieldy resolve. Even just to lift the rugs - to convince them to stand
against a wall - feels like carrying a party of drunken friends into a taxi and patiently maneuvering them
into acceptable seated positions every so often as they giggle at one another throughout the ride home.

15

Fig. 13: Deep Dendo I, 2021, acrylic and spray paint, dye, cotton cord, found rugs (wool, synthetic), 69 x 66 in.
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Fig. 14

Fig. 15
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SCISSOR & SUTURE: PRESENTATION OF A BORDERLAND

It feels somewhat abominable to follow an analogy of carrying these rugs like intoxicated loved ones with
the admission that I then cut them into pieces, and frankly I’m not sure that it’s not. I am convinced,
however, that this action of brutality is necessary, as it is reflective of both a cold reality and its
subversion.

Its inception was again revealed in the rug pile at auction. Observing one in particular which contained
both cheap fast-furnishing high pile shags via Amazon and 18th century prayer rugs from the Caucasus, I
was able to view in high relief just how volatile the definition of value is in a contemporary market
setting. The prayer rug, bearing one too many threadbare patches from centuries(!) of consistent use,
could be passed - aka landfilled - just as easily as the mass-manufactured shag in last season’s shade of
ivory. I began to collect these textiles along their shared discard status and chop them into pieces like
maxed-out credit cards in a hideous charade of their unfortunate lots.

Once rendered completely useless under any economic value system, I’m able to hone in on the particular
qualities of these objects as they exist in relationship to the other and seek out the variety of these traits.
For instance, a thick burgundy-dyed wool swallows a streak of cyan gouache like a glass of water,
whereas a white synthetic fur beads and scatters the pigment, depositing in prickles at each bristly tip.
Grouped together these pieces become vast patchworks of difference with few overlapping factors aside
from their determination to survive within a merciless climate.

These arrangements are then tethered with thick red yarn sewn in a continuous over/over medical suture
pattern, a basic and intuitive stitch but one that is particularly durable over large areas, as the longer the

18

string gets the stronger the bond becomes11. However once the line gets going it seems to take on a mind
of its own; the two ends pucker into peaks or dip into trenches, winding unpredictably. Just as in the case
of sutures in human skin, the site of the mend rarely ever lies flush as it did before the injury.

Fig. 16: Detail of Warehouse 22, 2022, found rugs, blankets, clothing, household textiles (cotton, wool, synthetic),
cotton rope, dye, spray paint, acrylic paint, gouache, misc found objects, 100 x 119 x 22 in.

In the palimpsest model, in which trauma is not only a certainty but a necessity for its formation, the
pristine whole, the what it looked like before, is a falsehood. The dimensional character of the stitch is
therefore necessary and affirmative as a refusal to mask inevitable hybridity. These junctions are
undisguised and effusive, tearful, ragged- the seepage is built into the suture; it is the repair and also the
refusal to accept repair. The topographies initiated around the site of rupture are structured by the
unspoken logic that bound the castaways together in the first place, and they are unnavigable and
treacherous - “un-whole” - only to the uninitiated.

11

“Lab 3 . Part 1 - Suture Patterns,” WCVM, accessed May 8, 2022,
https://wcvm.usask.ca/vsac205/Lab3/suture-patterns.php#SuturePatterns.
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When I begin a row of stitches I think of the desert trails I used to follow my dad down as a kid. Every
month or so he would take my sister and I out to an OHV trailhead somewhere out in the mountains and
we’d ride our four-wheelers for the day. Often they were “desire trails”, a beautiful term for paths created
as a consequence of erosion caused by human or animal traffic (but not off-road vehicles, suffice to say),
and following them frequently resulted in mishaps- an ATV on its side, an ATV in a ditch, etc. My dad ever the pragmatic adrenaline junkie - insisted that I learn from but also enjoy these jostles to my personal
sense of security, and while I never necessarily learned to laugh it off like he could, these trails instilled
me with a deep reverence for the complicated and demanding environment that graciously played host to
my home.

Fig. 17: Detail of Warehouse 54, 2022, found rugs, blankets, clothing, household textiles (cotton, wool, synthetic),
cotton rope, dye, spray paint, acrylic paint, gouache, misc found objects. 100 x 208 x 12 in.
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Fig. 18
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A SERPENT THROUGH THE NEEDLE’S EYE

Having reached the crest of a hill one desert ride, I noticed a dusty yellow hose sprawled across the path
at its base. I began to accelerate downward, enjoying the rush, giddy at the thought of sending the rubbery
tube spinning out from under my tires. The tube leaped up before I even got there. It rearranged itself in
such a way that seemed to defy all laws of physics, like an animated, upright letter S- it was a rattlesnake,
of course, and a huge one. I registered the desperately rattling tail maybe one second before the frightened
creature struck at my boot, which was about a millisecond before I managed to wrench the handlebars in
the opposite direction and roll headlong into a shallow pit.

I should mention that snakes are my favorite animals; they have been so for as long as I can remember. In
third grade I wrote a poem about how if I wasn’t a person I’d want to be a king cobra. I drew them,
sculpted them out of clay, begged my parents to let me have one as a pet and conceded joyfully to their
alternative of taking me to a nearby reserve for African wildlife where I was able to pet the pythons. I
believe my admiration for these misunderstood creatures springs from the very traits for which they are so
reviled: their venom, their limblessness, I find these strange qualities frankly inspirationaldemonstrations of the ability to facilitate life in the corners. Seeing the way in which that rattlesnake
jumped up from the trail caused me to realize these animals have the ability to reconstruct realities with
abject presence.

22

Fig 19: Detail of Warehouse 83, 2022, found rugs, blankets, clothing, household textiles (cotton, wool, synthetic),
cotton rope, dye, spray paint, acrylic paint, gouache, misc found objects. 104 x 168 x 24 in.

I can reveal with great relief that I did not run over the rattlesnake that day; I discovered no trace of the
animal upon running from the ditch to scour the area, goggles foggy with tears of fright and guilt should I
have hurt it or worse. The experience is now filed under the Snake Stories mental folder, a collection of
my encounters with wild snakes (of which I was always actively seeking); throughout my life I’ve used
them to orient my present situation in relation to the time, locations and circumstances surrounding a
particular tale. Odd though it may be, they’re among the first anecdotes I choose to share with someone
I’ve just met. They’re points in the constellation that have made me who I am.

23

Fig. 20

Fig. 21
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The indexical value of the Snake Stories is not unlike the oft-reported and often unplanned significance of
tattoos- whether or not a particular tattoo was meant to mark a meaningful point in their lives, I have yet
to meet someone who does not have a very clear idea about where they were, who they were with and
what was their general state of mind when they received it. Both literal and figurative visual
announcements of past physical rupture, there is also a link between tattoos and sutures. This is not to say
that all tattoos demarcate serious or life-changing events (as with the reasons one might receive stitches),
but that any tattoo invariably creates a marker around which past experience becomes tethered and which
future experience must navigate.

Painted iconography are the tattoos and the Snake Stories of the palimpsest works, using imagery that
may be fraught with reasons for its existence like so many sweetly clumsy roses and skulls and spouses’
names and characters in a language not spoken by the person upon whose leg it resides. They are often
invoked by the very desert landscape of which the work is so indebted in the first place- fringe social and
cultural phenomena sprung from the mysterious pool at the base of the Meteor Crater, so to speak (not to
mention the occasional moment from my own personal history, as I am too part of this milieu). There is
no shortage of such inspiration. This place was the setting of the Phoenix Lights, one of the most widely
reported UFO sightings in US history12, around the same time that it hosted the headquarters of the tragic
and misunderstood UFO cult Heaven’s Gate13. It is home to a beautiful and very strange punk scene of
which bands such as Meat Puppets, Sun City Girls and Victory Acres were a part; the latter’s split album
with fellow local band Joke Flower features an illustration Matisse’s famous dancers from the 1910
painting La Danse, only here they are rung around a trash can in a weird dystopian industrial zone. It
forever rearranged my relationship to the original painting. There are New Age hippies, Juggalos,
Mormons and meth labs in droves. Many examples of these diverse phenomena are inextricably linked to
the impact of collective and individual traumas and its subsequent displacement, but they are unified in

12
13

Richard Price, “Arizonans Say the Truth about UFOs Is out There,” USA Today, June 18, 1997.
“Heaven's Gate - How and When It May Be Entered,” Heaven's Gate, 1997, https://www.heavensgate.com/.
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that, for better or for worse and for whatever reasons and sets of circumstances, the Arizona desert
landscape was the place in which they were permitted to unfold. The related images are my unabashed
love letters to that place, and I could ramble on and on as to the significance of each one- but these are the
secrets I told the rugs in exchange for theirs, and are theirs now to tell.

Fig. 22 (left): Unknown Artist, cover of Victory Acres / Joke Flower split album. Placebo Records, 1988.
Fig. 23 (right): Detail of Warehouse 97, 2022, found rugs, blankets, clothing, household textiles (cotton, wool,
synthetic), cotton rope, dye, spray paint, acrylic paint, gouache, misc found objects. 96 x 74 x 16 in.

The images behave like trail markers within the work, indicating who has been there and what bits of
their experience they feel necessary to pass on to fellow travelers. In adherence to the slippery nature of
the landscape they’re meant to coordinate, I don’t necessarily want these instructions to be
straightforward or altogether sound, and imagine many to be faded beyond comprehension, kicked over
by a frustrated hiker or washed away one monsoon season. They should arise unexpectedly from the trail
as strange offerings to their palimpsest origins, sigils sparked into life by the friction of the dense
heterogeneous bramble in which they are enveloped.
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Fig. 24

Fig. 25
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MEMENTOS FROM WHERE WE’VE BEEN AND WHERE WE’RE GOING

My mom gave me the postcard of the Meteor Crater four months ago and one month ago I saw how the
images fused - saw the palimpsest - filled with weird angular light from the desk lamp as I glanced over
the lumpy crest of tartan plaid and t-shirt fabric I had been stitching together one studio-from-home
evening. I find it funny that she unearthed this forgotten little piece of ephemera and held onto it until my
yearly homecoming visit so that I could discover it in the office and ask to take it back to Brooklyn with
me, but if I know her and myself at all I can say that this was meant to transpire even if in some esoteric
capacity, the workings of which should remain so. During my annual visit three years ago we toured the
Titan Missile Museum near Tucson, aka the Air Force Facility Missile Site 8, which houses the last
remaining Titan II Missile from the Cold War14. From this outing I collected a photograph of my mom
seated at the command center- our tour guide had chosen her to roleplay the leader of the combat crew as
she gave her step-by-step instructions on how to launch the missile which would invariably initiate
nuclear WWIII. The desert’s inhospitality never seems to be left alone; there is always an effort to harness
and outdo it.

Though admittedly my general outlook is fairly despairing (I honestly can’t understand how one could not
be) and this factors heavily into the work, the development of the palimpsest process has helped me to
negotiate this in addition to bearing some amount of the burden. This practice has enabled me to articulate
and banish notions of linear histories and locate value outside of systems that were designed to exclude
the margins. I have also learned about my own interwoven histories through their creation, and I have a
practice of talking to the work in the studio: apologizing when I feel like I’ve pushed them too much,
thanking them when they’ve allowed me to get to something I thought was out of reach. I have long been
convinced of the strength and resilience that can be found in the multiplicitous fringes, and this method
has allowed me to put that conviction into practice. Like the plants and animals that live in the harsh
14

Titan Missile Museum, April 15, 2022, https://titanmissilemuseum.org/
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desert landscape that surrounds the Meteor Crater, the palimpsest artwork is able to adapt even under the
harshest conditions and will continue to do so even as these conditions change; now having completed my
final stint in institutionalized education and preparing to step out into the rather harrowing landscape of
2022, I take great comfort in knowing that.

Fig. 26: Detail of Warehouse 22, 2022, found rugs, blankets, clothing, household textiles (cotton, wool, synthetic),
cotton rope, dye, spray paint, acrylic paint, gouache, misc found objects, 100 x 119 x 22 in.
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A NOTE ON THE SCRATCHBOARD TEXTS
(In reference to the text-works in figures 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 24 & 25)

These texts make up a poem (or more accurately a series of lyrics) that I wrote in April 2020 near the start
of the Coronavirus pandemic. Like so many others, I dealt with my fear and uncertainty about the future
by turning to the comforts of my past, particularly music. On repeat was one 7-inch by a long defunct
Florida band that my partner Garrett introduced me to around 12 years ago when we were still teenagers.
As with so many odd little recordings, the lyrics to the two songs were either never officially published or
lost to the sands of time, so I decided to write my own lyrics using the sung parts I could understand to
fashion my own story- a lyrical palimpsest, if you will. I wrote them out on scratchboard sheets, which
feels like a suitable medium for a project which reaches backward in time to rearrange a work based upon
present conditions.

Anyone who can guess the original song gets to ride shotgun in my UFO the next time I take it for a spin
over the Phoenix metropolitan area.
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Thesis Show Image List

Pg. 33: Warehouse 97, 2022, found rugs, blankets, clothing, household textiles (cotton, wool, synthetic),
cotton rope, dye, spray paint, acrylic paint, gouache, misc found objects. 96 x 74 x 16 in.
Pg. 34: Warehouse 22, 2022, found rugs, blankets, clothing, household textiles (cotton, wool, synthetic),
cotton rope, dye, spray paint, acrylic paint, gouache, misc found objects, 100 x 119 x 22 in.
Pg. 35: Warehouse 54, 2022, found rugs, blankets, clothing, household textiles (cotton, wool, synthetic),
cotton rope, dye, spray paint, acrylic paint, gouache, misc found objects. 102 x 208 x 12 in.
Pg. 36: Warehouse 83, 2022, found rugs, blankets, clothing, household textiles (cotton, wool, synthetic),
cotton rope, dye, spray paint, acrylic paint, gouache, misc found objects. 104 x 168 x 24 in.
Pg. 37: (Top) Installation view of gallery corner featuring Warehouse 22 and Warehouse 54
(Bottom) Installation view of gallery corner featuring Warehouse 83 and Warehouse 97
Pg. 38: Two configurations of installation work Moonpowder 28 (Detritus), 2022, Found rug and textile
bits, paper, ink, acrylic paint, scorpion in resin, dimensions variable
Pg. 39: Two configurations of installation work Moonpowder 28 (Detritus), 2022, Found rug and textile
bits, paper, ink, acrylic paint, scorpion in resin, dimensions variable
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